INTERNATIONAL REGGAE ARTIST
KWAME BEDIAKO GEARS UP FOR LATEST ALBUM RELEASE

“WORLD DISORDER” OUT NOW

Listen to “World Disorder” HERE
Watch the music video for “World Disorder” HERE
"A solid branch of Marley’s influence." - Reggae Report
"Burning Spear and Bob Marley rolled into one." - Chicago Music Magazine
"Traditionally in tune - Rastawise." - Riddim Magazine

EPK - Download press materials HERE
10 OCTOBER 2022 (ACCRA, GHANA) - Reggae Master Roots Ambassador, Kwame Bediako, returns to Ghana in January 2023 to
continue promoting his latest 12 track album and single entitled “World Disorder” via Wan Afrika Productions/BSM Publishing.
With participation from Sidney Mills - Steel Pulse/SPI Music, Aston Barrett Jr. - The Wailers, Georges Kouakou - Alpha Blondy and
other notables, this album is a top-notch collection of conscious roots reggae with themes exploring the human condition and
spiritual integrity.
The title track “World Disorder” is a hard-hitting contemporary roots indictment of the powers that struggle to administrate a
world full of chaos. About the song Kwame commented, “I wrote “World Disorder” out of an appeal for an end to the chaos governing our collective world. There is a hunger for order and we have yet to achieve peace with justice. It is a continual struggle to change
hearts for this betterment so this is in my small way a plea for just that.”
Other notable songs on the album include Budumburam, a witty and descriptive lyric about permanently displaced peoples of
West Afrikan conflict, and “Stand Ready”, an anthem for those committed to the spiritual struggle. Kwame’s talent as a lyricist
shines through all of the tracks with conscious metaphors, truthful criticisms, honest questioning of self, and spiritual realization.
Kwame Bediako is best known for the classic song ‘One Man No Dub’ from his “Forward Ever” album which is still garnering
airplay 20 years after its release. His pioneering masterpiece, “How Sweet It Is” re-released as a 25th Anniversary Special Edition,
is culturally focused on themes of pan-africanism and colonial context.
Kwame Bediako’s entire catalogue is now available for streaming on all major platforms including Spotify, Apple Music, and
Youtube Music.
“Kwame’s high energy, nonstop performance is truly spellbinding." - Indianapolis Museum of Art
"The band’s experience and inventiveness permeate their performance." - African Spectrum
"How Sweet It Is for the reconnection of all peoples to take root." - Afrique News Magazine

Get to know Kwame Bediako
kwamereggae.com
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